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Microsoft EMS Implementation
“We are using Office 365 for quite some
time now and are very happy with its
capabilities. We use SharePoint heavily.
While Office 365 gives the capability to
access the services from anywhere it
does bring up a challenge of securing
the information. Learning is our business
and security of our data is most
important to us. We wanted to have a
solution in place that integrates well
with our investment in Microsoft and
can provide required security while not
impacting the productivity. We found a
good and competent partner ‘Mismo
Systems’. They suggested us the right
solution, did a POC and implemented it
as per our requirements. We are very
happy with the approach, expertise and
services of the team”

Head IT – Learning Company Gurgaon

Client Overview
Founded over two decades ago with the
purpose of making a difference to people and
the work they do in their organizations. When it
started out, it focused on high impact corporate
training and were the front runner in training
innovation in India. In the last two decades,
they have worked with giants in the industry
across different sectors, to create a competitive
advantage through learning and development.
It provides bespoke learning solutions to drive
Results Based Learning™. It creates a
measurable change in individual competencies
and organizational capability through learning
and development. By “Results” they mean
improved learning quotient, knowledge and
improved business performance for their clients
and improved mental and behavioral
capabilities for higher performance for
participants.

Business Requirements
Our Client is using Office 365 for email,
collaboration and content. They were looking
for a solution that will increase the security of
cloud environment while not impacting the
productivity. Following were the primary
requirements:
•

•
•
•

Implement conditional access to Office
365 services (Exchange and SharePoint
Online)
Restrict access to Office 365 services
from authorized devices only
Restrict freelancer access to Office 365
services
Information protection
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•

All devices must join to the domain for
management and control to enforce
organization policies.

After the successful implementation, Mismo
team provided documentation & training to
client team to manage the environment in
future.

About Mismo
They decided to involve a partner who can
assess their existing infrastructure, understand
their current and future business requirements
and based on that can propose a solution.
They also wanted to test the solution before
finalizing it.

Solution and Approach
After understanding the business requirements,
Mismo Systems recommended Microsoft
Enterprise Mobility and security solution.
Microsoft Enterprise Mobility Suite (EMS) is a
set of tools that are deeply integrated to
provide you with all you need to administer,
provision and secure the devices that are used
in your enterprise. With EMS, you can manage
smartphones, tablets, and laptops in a single
system where you can also manage user
credentials, applications and security from a
single place.
Mismo Systems setup a free trial of EMS for
client and demonstrated its functionalities and
capabilities to the client IT team and higher
management and answered all the follow-up
questions.
The client was very happy with the solution and
satisfied with the capabilities of the solution
and decided to get the solution implemented in
their environment.

Outcomes
Mismo team carried out a detail assessment of
the client environment and then carried out a
smooth implementation of EMS to satisfy all the
business requirements.

Mismo Systems is an IT infrastructure services company,
focused and specialist in delivering solutions and services
on Microsoft products and technologies. We are a
Microsoft partner and cloud solution provider. Our
objective is to help small, mid-sized as well as global
enterprises to transform their business by using innovation
in IT, adopting to the latest technologies and using IT as an
enabler for business to meet business goals and continuous
growth. With focused and experienced management,
strong team of IT Infrastructure professionals, we can
deliver value by making IT Infrastructure a robust, agile,
secure and cost effective service to business.

